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Would you like to watch FREE TV? You can get local channels without paying a monthly fee when you buy a digital TV antenna. Here are four things to keep in mind when thinking about buying an antenna. 1. Should you get a digital TV antenna? With TV antennas, you can record additional channels
near you. They are especially great if you want to cut the cord (or already have). These live-over-the-air channels may include ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC, PBS subsidiaries and independent channels. Money expert and football fan Clark Howard loves his digital antenna because of the crisp image he gets
from him on his TV. Watch the video above for more information from Clark about TV antennas. 2. Types of digital antennas Once you decide that you want a digital TV antenna, you need to find out what kind you need. There are three basic antenna types: a digital indoor antenna is connected to a single
TV to record over-the-air programming. It is the easiest antenna to install, but it will not work well for everyone. This type is usually best suited for urban areas where transmission towers are nearby. If you want to improve the signal of a single digital TV antenna, it might be possible to move it closer to a
window or higher on a wall. A member of Team Clark has the Mohu Leaf, a popular digital indoor antenna that connects to the back of his TV to record local channels. He secures it on the back of his TV with a Velcro strip to keep it out of sight. Mohu Leaf Antenna Attic TV Antenna An attic antenna is a
larger unit, similar to an outdoor antenna, but it is installed in your attic on a mounted metal mast. The installation process involves connecting the antenna to your home media cabling, so follow the instructions and take the correct precautions if you install the antenna yourself. The main disadvantage is
that roofing materials can prevent the antenna from clearly absorbing channels. Other factors, such as fluorescent lamps and computers, can also negatively affect your TV's ability to get a clear picture of the antenna. Outdoor TV antenna An outdoor antenna, also known as a full-house antenna, is best
for people who live far away from transmission towers. In general, an outdoor antenna gives houses in rural communities the best picture and most canal options. Outdoor antennas are the most difficult to install as you can get on your roof to anchor the device and earth the wiring. As with roof antennas,
follow the instructions and make the Precautions when installing an outdoor antenna. 3. What is the best TV antenna for me? The best way to find the best digital TV antenna for your home is to visit AntennaWeb. There you can enter your address and/or zip code and view antenna recommendations from
participating Consumer Technology Association (CTA) providers. AntennaWeb provides multi-company choices for each search, so be sure to Shop these options to get the best deal for your wallet. Another way to find out if an antenna could work for you is by asking your neighbors. This tactic may seem
old-fashioned, but the signals picked up by an antenna vary greatly depending on the location. Their neighbors may have been trying and making mistakes to find a TV antenna they love. 4. How much do digital antennas cost? How much an antenna costs depends on the type of antenna you need to
record the desired channels. Typically, individual TV antennas cost between 10 and 40 dollars, while attic and outdoor antennas are typically in the range of 60 to 150 dollars. You can find reputable resellers if you are looking on AntennaWeb, so be sure to check these results and compare shop other
viable options. A digital antenna is a one-time purchase that can make a big difference in your entertainment budget. If you have not yet severed the cable, using a digital TV antenna can make the transition easier. Do you use a digital antenna? Tell us about your experience in the comments below! More
Clark.com Stories You May Like: From Richard May The image quality of your TV depends on how well your antenna receives its signal. Indoor antennas work well in areas where the TV signal is strong, but reception deteriorates when tall buildings block the signal or when your home is in a valley.
Connecting your TV to an outdoor antenna can improve reception and allows you to place your device in places where indoor antennas cannot receive a signal. With a head for heights, you can install your TV and connect it to an outdoor antenna without the cost of hiring a contractor. Drill the mounting
points for the antenna pole bracket at the selected location with the drill and masonry. Slide wall anchors into the boreholes and secure the bracket with 5/16-inch masonry screws. Slide the antenna mast into the U-bolt and secure with the supplied nuts and an adjustable wrench. Connect the antenna to
the antenna mast according to the instructions. Connect the RG6 coaxial cable to the antenna and tighten the coaxial connector with an adjustable wrench as connector manufacturers vary in size. Rotate the coax around the antenna mast with a complete rotation per foot and secure it with electrical tape.
Fix on the outer wall with cable clips at a distance of 1 foot. Keep the coax as straight as possible. Attach a grounding wire to the grounding port antenna masts. If the pole does not have a ground connection, loosen a nut on the antenna mast U screw and wind the wire around the thread before tightening
again. Hold the grounding wire as straight as possible to the grounding block. Drill the input point of the antenna cable with the drill and masonry or wood bit, depending on the material to drill. Make the entry point as close as possible to the TV. Secure the coaxial grounding block coaxial grounding block
as close as possible to the entry point of the antenna cable. Attach the coax to the bottom connector with an adjustable wrench. Make a 3-inch loop in the coaxial to prevent rainwater from accumulating on the connection. Screw the grounding wire to the grounding point with a screwdriver. Attach the
second coaxial section to the top mounting point on the grounding block and feed into the drilled entry point through an RG6 weather jack. Press into the weather jack. Connect a grounding wire to the grounding block and slide it through the groundpoint connector hole. Tighten the locking screw. Use No.
10 copper ground wire and connect to the central floor of the building. Connect the internal coax to the RF in port of the TV and tighten it with your fingers. From John Heller TV reception can touch and go well. However, the reception can be drastically improved with an amplifier and an antenna. It is quite
possible to build your own amplifier and antenna for TV reception with a little hard work. Use pliers to narrow wire hangers. Be sure to wear the rubber gloves to protect your hands from damage. Align the wire as much as possible. Tightly screw the smoothed wire bar around the ferrite magnet. Try to hold
the coil around the concave part. Make sure that about six inches of the wire stick up from both sides of the magnet and that the coil completely touches the magnet. Once this is done, wrap electrical tape firmly around the whole thing, fully covering the magnet and coil. Wrap it several times so that the
layer is thick and all-encompassing. Use cut parts of the wire insulation to cover three or more inches of the wire protruding from both sides of the coil's coil wrapped magnet. Cover the protruding wire with the hose, and then use electrical tape to fix the hose to the protruding wires. Cover the rest of the
protruding wire with electrical tape. Your amplifier is now ready. Place it next to your TV to improve reception. Remove about half an inch from either side of the speaker wire. Use the wire cutter to do this, and do not try to remove more than half an inch on each side. Tighten the light bulb end of the
sewing needle with about half of the wire to ensure that the stripped metal part makes good contact with the metal of the sewing needle. Now wrap the wire-wrapped light bulb end of the needle in electrical tape so that an exposed at the non-wire-wrapped end. Attach the other end of the wire to the
antenna and wrap the rest of the wire around it. Wrap until the needle and antenna are flush. Wrap the antenna and wrapped wire with tape, fully covered. Attach the needle to the antenna where the wire brings it together. Attach them at a ninety-degree angle in an L-shape and your antenna is ready.
Close the one inch non-band covered band covered needle into the back of the TV where you would connect an antenna. Adjust the amplifier next to it to further improve reception. Photo: depositphotos.comWhile there has been a trend in recent years for cable cutters to part with their cable companies,
the same people tend to have a whole range of streaming services that they subscribe to every month. While each service costs cents on the dollar compared to a full-fledged cable bill, two or three subscriptions can add up. Instead of subscribing to streaming services, you could pull free TV channels
from the radio waves around your home. The best outdoor TV antennas require only a small investment of time and money, so, in a short time, you could save money on cable and subscription services while watching your favorite channels in HD quality. While you may be skeptical, outdoor TV antennas
really work and are a good alternative for your entertainment needs. They can draw in a number of channels, including local, national and public broadcasting. They are also relatively easy to install, either by taking the help of a craftsman or doing it yourself – provided you are not afraid of heights. Photo:
amazon.comBefore you start buying for the best outdoor TV antenna for your home, there are several considerations to consider to make sure you choose the most suitable model for your situation. Location and building structureBoth the location and construction of your house can have a lot to do with
choosing the right tv outdoor antenna. For example, if you live in a city, you have other factors to deal with than if you live in a remote valley, far away from a transmission tower. If you live in a city, you may not have to worry much about receiving your antenna. What could be a factor, however, is your
HOA or the rules of its historical society for outdoor antennas. Many of these organizations don't want your antenna to be visible, so it's better to choose a model that you can mount in your attic. If you're on a large plot in a secluded valley, you'll have to worry less about the look of your antenna than more
about reception. If this is the case, you may need to use a high antenna mast to lift the satellite as high as possible above your home. The higher it is, the better your chances of getting a strong reception. Antenna size and heightIf you're looking for the best outdoor TV antenna, you understand that size
and height can be important factors in how well the device works. The signal waves that receive antennas can be caused by large obstacles such as tall buildings, and even large depressions in the ground. If you receive a bad reception, this may be due to a blockage between you and the transmitting
tower. In this case, you can buy an antenna that is larger, or increase the height of your antenna. A higher antenna is more likely record a quality signal and improve your reception. This is especially true in a valley. Larger antennas, however, can pick up weaker signals, so they also have their advantages.

Signal range If a standard cable is not available near you, signal range is by far the most important factor in choosing the best outdoor TV antenna for your needs. For those who are near a transmission tower, an antenna with a range of 70 miles is more than sufficient. If you are not near the nearest
broadcast tower, a short-range antenna might be useless. Instead, look into an antenna with a range of 150 to 200 miles for optimal transmit quality. Keep in mind that while you can also buy a signal amplifier, they will not improve the reception of your antenna. They simply compensate for the quality and
signal loss that occurs between the antenna and the TV. With this said, signal loss could be the real problem – not the reception that the antenna receives – i.e. emergency signal amplifiers as a possible solution. HD Capability Controversy swirls around whether HD capability is actually much for the
quality of your TV programming. Regardless, most manufacturers of outdoor TV antennas claim that their products offer HD capabilities. For this reason, it might be worth thinking about, if only as an indication of ability. In today's TV transmission, antennas receive a digital signal, which means that you
either have a channel or not. If you have a bad reception, you won't see a fuzzy image; Instead, a message does not display a signal on the screen. So if your antenna has HD capability, your TV image should in most cases be crystal clear or HD-like quality. Omnidirectional reception If you are not
interested in choosing the perfect reception, but prefer to buy a set-and-forget-style antenna, a tv outdoor antenna that is omnidirectional can be the best choice for you. You do not need to point these antennas directly at a broadcast tower to get the best possible reception. They are round, like a disc, and
have antenna elements throughout the disc to draw reception from any direction. Note that many omnidirectional antennas have shorter ranges than directional antennas. This style may only be an option if you are relatively close (less than 100 miles) to a broadcast tower. Connectivity While it is possible
to connect more than one TV to your outdoor TV antenna, there are several factors to consider. It usually works well to use a splitter to redirect the signal of your antenna to Connect to two TVs; However, it can be difficult to redirect the signal to more than two TVs if your antenna does not support dual
connectivity. Remember that if one is not included in the antenna you are buying, you will need to buy a coaxial splitter to take advantage of dual connectivity. Despite the word dual, it is usually possible to the signal between three or more separate TVs with a coaxial splitter. WiringIf you have problems
receiving your outdoor TV antenna, but are within range and are directly directed to a broadcast tower, there could be a problem with the wiring. A TV signal is transmitted from the source to the TV via a coaxial cable, and not all coaxial cables are of high quality. Coaxial cables are available in various
qualities, with RG-6 for standard TV reception and RG-11 being the best for an HD signal. Regardless of whether you subscribe to the HD signal mentality, using HD-enabled coaxial cables provides the best way for your antenna signal to travel to the TV. It is worth noting that you can also add a signal
amplifier in this scenario. While you may think that an amplifier increases the reception of your antenna, it actually only improves the quality of the signal from the antenna. Easy installation There is a reason why antenna installers are well paid: it is not always easy to work. If you are particularly handy,
there are outdoor TV antennas that are probably good at your ability to install and set up. Most kits provide the necessary hardware to screw your antenna to a pole, although few come with the actual pole. Choosing an antenna that can be installed on your own can save quite a lot of money, even if the
mast has to be purchased separately. Consider installing antenna mounts on your home or roof and then installing the antenna and mast as a unit instead of trying to attach an antenna to the end of a long pole while you are 30 feet in the air. Safety and comfort are both worth planning for. Our top
picksThe best outdoor TV antennas are available in a range of sizes and capabilities. Some have incredibly long ranges that are great for residents of remote areas. Others are compact and less intrusive to the eye. Whatever your needs, consult this list of top picks that reflect some of the best outdoor TV
antenna models on the market. Photo: amazon.com Channel Master has been around since the beginnings of TV antenna technology. The EXTREMEtenna CM-4228HD outdoor TV antenna is a product of all the years of research and innovation. This HD satellite has a 180-degree field of view and can
record channels within 80 miles of a broadcast tower–including UHF, UkW, FM, and HD signals—so homeowners who cut the cable for the first time don't have to sacrifice their favorite channels. When you install this antenna, additional parts are required. This kit does not contain the mast (better than or
the brackets required to mount it on the side of a house. Photo: amazon.com If you want to try over-the-air TV without much investment, check into the PBD Outdoor Digital Amplified Yagi HDTV antenna. If this outdoor TV antenna is calibrated in the direction of a transmitting tower, the a 120-mile range
that is ideal for residents of remote locations. The antenna captures UkW, UHF and HD broadcasts with a built-in amplifier that provides the best possible audio and video quality. It ships mostly assembled and ready to install. This PBD antenna contains the brackets required to attach them to a pole,
although you need to supply the mast yourself. It is also worth noting that the higher you can mount the antenna, the more channels you get. While this applies to all antennas, lower antennas in particular must be installed as high as possible to achieve the best reception. Photo: amazon.com When a
manufacturer claims a range for an antenna, it sometimes oversells the capabilities of the product. However, this is not the case with the digital advantage of the Channel Master. This 100-mile range antenna captures UHF, FM and HD channels as long as it is properly equipped with a broadcast tower.
The large sizes (almost 8 feet long) and the high-quality components ensure that this antenna provides a clear transmission to your TV. While most antennas do not come with a pole, this antenna does not contain a coaxial cable. You must purchase a cable to complete the installation process. Photo:
amazon.com When it comes to providing most of the features in a small package, the antennas provide Direct Clearstream 4V antenna. This compact outdoor TV antenna measures less than 30 inches wide and about 20 inches high, and the kit includes the mounting rod and mounts for easy installation.
The Clearstream 4V has a range of 70 miles and accommodates both UHF and UkW frequencies. This antenna will also record HD 1080i channels where they are readily available without an additional amplifier. This model contains the parts needed to mount it on your home, but a coaxial cable that can
be integrated into your home's TV system must be purchased separately. Photo: amazon.com Five Star's outdoor HDTV antenna is equipped with wiring and hardware to connect up to five TVs – a nice feature for larger homes. This antenna even contains a J-pole for mounting on your roof. It offers a
range of 200 miles when installed with a relatively clear line of sight to the Broadcast Tower, and accommodates UHF, FM and HD frequencies, if available. It also has a built-in 360-degree motor to find the best signal direction. Because this kit is so comprehensive, it comes with some parts and
hardware. It requires a little assembly, so if you're looking for a kit that's ready to go out of the box, another option may be more appropriate. Photo: amazon.com do not want to fiddle with tiny nuts and screws when assembling an antenna. This PBD Digital Outdoor TV antenna has easy-to-mount parts
that snap into the antenna housing for relatively fast setup. It also offers a 360-degree motor that adjusts reception at the touch of a button either on the control box or with the paired remote control. The antenna offers a range of 150 miles and includes both a J-pole for easy mounting and a coaxial cable.
One problem is that the remote control for the motor might use the same frequencies as your TV remote. If this is the case, you must find a way to block the controller's remote sensor. Photo: amazon.com This GE antenna is powerful enough to install in your attic and keeps it in front of guests, visitors and
passers-by. The GE Pro is a great option for listed houses that have historic companies that monitor all changes. The antenna offers a range of 70 miles and contains the necessary parts that you can install in your attic or on your roof if you wish. It records HD broadcasts and works with both UHF and
UkW frequencies. While the kit contains the parts required to install this antenna in your attic, you need to purchase additional equipment to connect it to multiple TVs, including an amplifier/splitter combination and coaxial cables. Photo: amazon.com One of the most difficult aspects of cord cutting is the
correct alignment of your antenna. RCA's outdoor TV antenna uses a free smartphone app, the RCA Signal Finder, to find the best signal for your region. The kit includes the mounts, power transformer, and snap-lock elements for easy installation. This antenna also has a relatively small footprint, so attic
installations are not excluded. While this RCA antenna contains almost everything you need to get started, it doesn't come with a coaxial cable. You need to buy your own to connect this reliable antenna to your TV. Tips for using an outdoor TV antennaYou can make sure that an outdoor TV antenna
improves the reception and quality of broadcasts by following a few tips. If reception is a problem, try using a longer rod to lift your antenna higher above your home. The higher you can install your antenna, the more likely you are to receive better. Sometimes it is easier and safer to bring the entire device
to the ground in one piece, change the antenna to a longer pole and then reinstall it as a piece. If your TV has a signal meter, you can use it to determine the position of the signal in the best quality in your region. When you reposition the antenna, the signal meter on the TV will adjust accordingly when
you move it in the direction of the signal. You can also use a Broadcast Tower transmitter map to determine the location of the nearest towers in your area and thus the direction in which you point your antenna. Keep in mind that the next tower may not be the best tower if it is blocked by mountains or
other obstacles. Try using a longer pole if reception is a problem. Use your TV's signal gauge to reposition your antenna with the best results. Using a channel card determine the location of your local towers. Frequently asked questions about your new best outdoor TV antennaIf you are still unsure how
your antenna works or how to find the best reception, read these frequently asked questions and answers about outdoor TV antennas.Q. How does an outdoor TV antenna work? Tv transmission towers transmit UkW and UHF signals through the airwaves. Your outdoor TV antenna intercepts these
signals and sends them to your TV. Your TV translates these signals into the audio and video you see on your screen.Q. Can I use an indoor TV antenna outside? Indoor TV antennas work outdoors, but are rarely water and weather resistant enough to maintain outdoor conditions. It is best to use an
outdoor model as it is more robust and the signal stronger to your TV. Q back. How do I get the best outdoor antenna reception? To find the best reception, you need to point your antenna at the strongest transmitter in your area. You may also need to raise the antenna higher to capture the strongest
signals if you live in a valley or depression.Q. Amplified aluminum foil antenna signal? Technically yes. Aluminum foil on your antenna increases the conductive surface so that your antenna can absorb more signal. With this said, it is unlikely that wrapping your antenna with aluminum foil will work over the
first strong windstorm.Q. Can I install an outdoor TV antenna myself? You can definitely install it yourself as long as you feel comfortable with heights. In most cases, installing an antenna requires either climbing on a ladder or climbing onto your roof, unless you live on a mountain or hill overlooking the
transmission tower. Tower.
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